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Tight Columns and the Floor Jet 

Original Concept Drawing, 

Walter Boyd, Macroair 

The Floor Jet is the means of an HVLS fan 

effectively cooling a space: 

HVLS fans and Open Ceiling Destratification fans 

create precise columns of air.  Columns of air that hold 

their shape over long distances.   

The tight column of air creates Horizontal air flow to 

the floor that is then pushed outward at a depth that is 

based upon the diameter of the fans.  This outward 

movement of air along the floor is called the Floor Jet. 

The purpose of the first HVLS fans were created for 

the purpose to cool cows in California.   

The University of California Riverside approached 

Walter Boyd, a renowned inventor, for a solution to 

cool the dairy cows.  These animals were not suited 

for the Hot California summers. 

After much research Walter Boyd settled on the 24’ 

fan.  He had found that this size fan would be the most 

advantageous way to cool the cows.  It was realized 

that the air movement by a 24’ fan would create a 

Floor Jet, with an equal depth both above and below 

the cows, and become optimized for cooling. 
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Cooling Benefits of HVLS fans 

Cooling and Associated Savings with 

HVLS fans and associated Floor Jet: 

Utilizing HVLS fans in areas that are either in a 

normally dry climate or in climate requiring 

dehumidification.  An HVLS fan can optimize comfort 

and minimize the amount of cooling required for the 

space. 

By elevating the spaces setpoint and creating a more 

desireable condition by utilizing improved air 

movement, dramatic energy savings can be realized. 
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